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Be  
part of  
our  
testing & QA
community! 

Since 2001, the QA&TEST conference has been gathering the
international community of Testing and Software Quality  in
Spain. Focused on embedded systems, QA&TEST has
established itself as one of the leading conferences in the
industry.

Over the course of three conference days, the software
testing and quality industry will gather in the beautifil city of
Bilbao. QA&TEST attracts professionals eager to learn about
the latest methodologies, techniques, and tools, and we
would be delighted if you join us as well!

Get to know the decision-makers at the heart of the
Testing and QA event for the embedded community!

 

YOUR BENEFITS
Brand visibility

lead generation

industry reputation

engage
with your target audience

ATTENDEES 
CTO
IT Director
Test Manager
QA Manager
Automation Manager
Software Test Engineer
Software Developer

80% QA&TEST attendees come from these countries. 
Help us to become even more international!!



Table with a
silkscreened logo
Logo and description
on our website
Presence in the
communication
activities of
QA&TEST: social
media, newsletter,
press releases, etc.
1 ticket with access
to the banquet
dinner
1 Tool Lab
presentation

   BRONZE SPONSOR

             1.500 €

SQS, Software Quality Systems, organises QA&TEST
since the very beginning in 2001. SQS, as the leading
provider of software quality consultancy and testing
services, has witnessed how their customers improve
the quality of their software developments while
dramatically reducing the costs of correcting bugs and
maintenance.
QA&TEST is consolidated as an ideal platform to
exchange knowledge of testing and supported by a
large community of experts that has been forged over
the years.

sponsor
options

 

who organises Qa&TEST?

get in touch with us!

www.sqs.esTable with a
silkscreened logo,
large-sized plasma
screen, and a roll-
up display.
Logo and
description on our
website
Presence in the
communication
activities of
QA&TEST: social
media, newsletter,
press releases, etc.
4 tickets with
access to the
banquet dinner
1 Tool Lab
presentation

    GOLD SPONSOR

            4.000 €

Table with a
silkscreened logo
and large-sized
plasma screen
Logo and
description on our
website
Presence in the
communication
activities of
QA&TEST: social
media, newsletter,
press releases, etc.
2 tickets with
access to the
banquet dinner
1 Tool Lab
presentation

   SILVER SPONSOR

              2.500 €

http://www.sqs.es/

